High accuracy surface modeling method (HASM) has the capacity of constructing a surface with a higher accuracy than classical methods. However, surface construction with HASM requires a large amount of computing time due to the intensive computing arising from solving the large linear systems. An effective linear system solving method is essential to cutting down the computing time so that HASM could be applied in constructing large scale surface with high resolution. This paper aims to study the performances of seven linear system solution methods, including HASM-GS, HASM-MGS, HASM-DSPM, HASM-CG, HASM-PCG, HASM-GCG and HASM-GPCG, thus providing a guideline for choosing the right method for HASM under different situations of computing environment. These seven methods were tested against a real-world DEM surface in the Boyang lake basin, which owns a complex topography. Three performance metrics were used, including convergence rates, computing time and consumed memory size. We found that to attain the same accuracy HASM-DSPM method consumed the least memory, HASM-GCG and HASM-GPCG needed less computing time than other methods and HASM-PCG had the fastest convergent rate. This study could provide valuable suggestions for HASM users to make a wise choice of linear system solving method for different surface construction applications.
INTRODUCTION
Digital elevation model (DEM) is a fundamental data that is frequently employed in applications ranging from geomorphometry, hydrological modeling to physiographic correction of digital satellite imagery [1, 2] . As a digital presentation of the earth's surface, produced from sampled elevation data or satellite image, DEM is inevitably subject to errors [3] . A large percent of these errors are generated from the interpolation processes [4, 5] . Choosing a right interpolation method could reduce errors for specific applications [6] . To find a solution to error problem in spatial interpolation, high accuracy surface modeling method (HASM) was presented based on a sound theoretical foundation [7] . Compared with classical interpolation methods such as Kringing, spline, Tin, and IDW, HASM was found having the capability to attain higher accuracy [7] . Further, HASM has been applied to model DEM, climate change, etc [8, 9] . However, determined by its theoretical foundation, this method requires solving a large scale linear equation group arising from partial differential equations (PDEs) group to obtain the result, which results in a rather low computing efficiency.
To improve the efficiency of HASM, several methods have been employed to solve HASM. Yue [7] presented HASM method and solved all three PDEs of it using a direct method first. They compared its accuracy to classical methods and validated the higher accuracy of HASM. Nevertheless, they found computing time spent with direct methods is considerable and it challenges the computer's computing power. To improve its efficiency, Yue, et al. [10] and Yue [7] reduced PDEs of HASM from three to two and changed the solving method from the direct method to the iterative ones. Numerical experiments proved a notably improved efficiency from iterative method.
Subsequent work primarily focuses on solving HASM with efficient iterative methods, multi-grid method and parallel computing and so on. Yue [7] used a preconditioned conjugate gratitude method to solve HASM. Chen, et al. [11] presented a solving method employing a modified Gauss-Seidel method and it surpassed the GS solution method obviously. Zhao and Yue [12] used an improved preconditioned conjugate gratitude method as solver for HASM and analyzed the convergence rate for different preconditioners. Yue, et al. [13] employed a multi-grid method to solve HASM and it significantly accelerated the speed. They pointed out that usage of multi-grid method requires that all grid levels and their coefficient matrix be stored in memory. Yan, et al. [14] introduced a two dimensional double successive projection method to solve HASM and compared with MGS in [11] and concluded that this solution method outperforms MGS. Yan, et al. [15] presented a GPU-accelerated method to utilize GPU hardware to solve HASM rapidly. Their experiments showed a significant improvement in performance compared to previous work. All the Solvers aforementioned have their own features, and differ with each other in memory consumption, convergence rate and whether or not hardware is utilized for accelerating computing speed. Furthermore, their application fields are also quite different from each other.
This paper aims to evaluate seven commonly used linear system solution methods for HASM and figure out the optimal method under different constraint conditions so that the applications of HASM can be further promoted. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Characteristics of HASM coefficient matrix are analyzed as the second part. Afterwards, we deal with seven solution methods for HASM. Subsequently, these methods are employed to simulate a real-world DEM. Finally, we discuss the results and draw conclusions.
SOLUTIONS OF HASM LINEAR SYSTEMS 2.1. Linear System of HASM
A linear system can be generated through discretization of PDEs group of HASM (eqn(1)) determined by the first and second fundamental coefficients. Each equation of this linear system corresponds to one grid of the surface to be modeled [7] . When simulating a large scale area, we will obtain a large scale linear system. Coefficient matrix of this linear system is a symmetric positive definite sparse matrix, and its entries distribute regularly, in which a five-blockdiagonal matrix is included and other entries distribute symmetrically around the diagonal (Figure 1 ). Each row of this coefficient matrix has a fixed number of nonzero values except the diagonal, and can be regarded as the above row shifted to the right for a unit of an entry [7] . where E x , F x , G x are partial derivatives of the first fundamental coefficients with respect to x; E y , F y , G y are partial derivatives of the first fundamental coefficients with respect to y. According to this feature, we can store only the diagonal rather than the whole matrix to design efficient storage structure and proper numerical algorithm when solving HASM.
Solution Methods
Solution methods for HASM primarily include seven methods as follows:
Gauss-seidel method (GS)
GS is one of commonly used methods for solving large linear system. It was verified that the convergent solution can be obtained for positive definite linear system using GS [16] . Thus, GS can be employed to solve HASM linear system [7] . The GS solver can be expressed in following iterative form: This method computes each unknown elements using the elements calculated most recently and requires only a single group of unknowns be stored during iterative computing procedure rather than the successive two groups as in Jacobi.
Modified gauss-seidel method (MGS)
According to Ujevic [17] , eqn(3) can be generalized to the ordinary condition: Assuming
j can be evaluated according to the rules as follows:
Compared with eqn (3), this method improves iterative convergent rate theoretically due to update of two components of the solution in one loop, hence named MGS. Furthermore, this method requires the same storage capacity as GS.
Two dimensional double successive projection method(DSPM)
According to Jing and Huang [18] , DSPM can be presented by the following iterative form:
In theorem, this method has an improved convergence rate compared with GS and MGS because of a superior update of iterative solution but with the approximate memory consumption.
2.2.4. Conjugate gradient method (CG) can be described as follows k = 0: Given an initial x 0 ,
where x 0 is the initial value of the solution vector to determine, r 0 is the initial value of residue vector, and p k is gradient vectors set, in which arbitrary two vectors are conjugate to each other. It can be noticed that one multiplication of matrix and vector and two vectors inner productions requires to be computed during each iterative procedure in CG algorithm. 
Compared with CG, PCG demands an additional linear system solution (eqn(19)) during each iteration, and additional memory for storage of the preconditioner while converging faster.
GPU accelerated CG and PCG
With the rapid development of high performance computing technique in recent years, general purpose computing has been promoted significantly driven by development of many-core GPUs. These GPUs, have been equipped with a large set of processor cores, and these processor cores can be launched [15] presented acceleration strategies for CG and PCG method, respectively, which are named GCG and GPCG. The results showed an significantly improved efficiency.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
To test the performance of the aforementioned seven methods, they were employed to solve HASM, respectively. According to the constructure of the HASM coefficient matrix, we designed efficient storage strategies and implemented these methods, named as HASM-GS, HASM-MGS, HASM-DSPM, HASM-CG, HASM-PCG, HASM-GCG and HASM-GPCG, respectively. Afterwards, a real-world surface, the DEM of Poyang Lake basin, was simulated using these methods. The simulation processes were executed on a Windows XP platform, with a Dual-Core Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 CPU and a NVIDIA Quadro 2000 GPU equipped. The GPU has a configuration of 192 stream processors and 1GB GDDR5 memory.
Poyang Lake Basin Introduction and Data Preparation
Poyang Lake Basin is located in the middle and lower reaches of Changjiang River, Jiangxi Province, east-south China (Figure 2, left) . It has a latitude from 24°29'14"N to 30°04'41"N and a longitude from 113°34'36"E to 118°28'58"E. It is adjacent to Zhejiang and Fujian Province in east, Guangdong Province in south, Hunan Province in west, and with Changjiang River crossing the north where Hubei and Anhui province meet together. Its length is 620 km from south to north, and width is 490 km from west to east. Poyang Lake basin (Figure 2 , right) owns a complicated topography and a variety of landforms, which can be classified into the following six areas. The first area, west and east of Jangxi Provice, is characterized by low mountains and hills. Majority of mountains in this area has an altitude around 1000 meters, and some reach 1500 meters. The second area is characteristic of alluvium and deposition plain from Poyang Lake. This area has broad deposition plain from river alluvium inside, and low hillock around the border. The third is a low hilly areas in north-east of Jiangxi Province. The Neihuaiyu Mountains run across this area. It has a topography which is high in center and low in north and south, distributed with hills and basins. The forth is an area of valley in middle reaches of Gang river and Fu river, featured with terraces and hills, where terraces, hills and basins distribute unregularly. The general relief shows a waved surface and has a gentler slope, except several scattered mountains. The fifth is a mildly high and low mountainous area of west Jiangxi Province. It has a complex topography with Wanyang, Jinggang, and Wugong mountains located in. The sixth is an area characterized by low mountains and hills in middle and south of Jiangxi Province, with low hills basins and the peculiar Danxia landform in central area, and Wuyi mountain adjacent in east and Jiulian mountain, Dayu and Zhuguang mountain in north.
To simulate the DEM of Poyang Lake Basin, the contours were divided into 15 partitions using the createfishnet tool provided in ArcGIS toolbox. When dividing them, we kept an overlap in the two adjacent blocks so that they could be merged seamlessly. The grid cell was in a scale of 40 × 40 m 2 . Afterwards, the contours were converted to scattered points using feature to vertices tool. Thus, these points could be applied as restricted points by HASM.
Poyang Lake Basin simulation
HASM-GS, HASM-MGS, HASM-DSPM, HASM-CG, HASM-PCG, HASM-GCG and HASM-GPCG were employed to simulate the DEM of Poyang Lake Basin, respectively. Figure 3 shows the computing time of all the methods for 2000 iterations. HASM-MGS has approximate computing time with HASM-CG and HASM-PCG, while HASM-MGS has obviously longer run time than HASM-GS. This can be attributed to additional computing cost arising from preconditioning operation for each iterative process. Moreover, HASM-DSPM has a superior convergence rate and shorter computing time over HASM-MGS while having an approximate time cost as HASM-GS. Of all these methods, HASM-GCG and HASM-GPCG outperforms other methods significantly in computing time. HASM-MGS and HASM-GS showed a similar convergence rate except that HASM-GS had a slightly lower convergence speed. These three methods all exhibited an apparent fluctuation in computing time and produced manifestly different errors for different simulation blocks.
Computing time for accomplishing simulations under the same error threshold is showed in Figure 5 for all these methods. HASM-DSPM, HASM-MGS and HASM-GS showed an approximate trend in time consumption, while these three methods spent notably different time for different blocks, and had an obviously fluctuating simulation curve. For HASM-PCG and HASM-CG, they had a consistent computing time trend, while the latter showed a curve with relatively more fluctuations. For HASM-GCG and HASM-GPCG, they had a steady trend and slight fluctuations in computing time curve, and superiority in computing time over other methods. Of all the methods, HASM-GCG, HASM-GPCG and HASM-PCG were superior over other methods in computing time, while HASM-CG outperformed the left three methods when simulating some blocks, but not for others.
DISCUSSION
To analyze the solution methods and further improve the efficiency of HASM, this study employed seven commonly used methods to simulate Poyang Lake Basin and analyzed the result from 3 aspects. Under the same iterations, a descending order of these methods according to convergence rate is ranked as HASM-GS, HASM-MGS, HASM-DSPM, HASM-CG and HASM-PCG.
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A Comparison of methods for Solving High Accuracy Surface Modeling in DEM Construction HASM-CG and HASM-PCG have notable superior convergence rate over other methods and HASM-PCG has the highest convergence speed. According to the run time to finish the same iterations, these methods are ranked as HASM-PCG, HASM-CG, HASM-MGS, HASM-DSPM, HASM-GS, HASM-GPCG and HASM-GCG. Errors reached under the same iterations reflect such a convergent order in descending as HASM-PCG, HASM-CG, HASM-DSPM, HASM-MGS and HASM-GS. When establishing the same error threshold, HASM-GPCG spends the shortest computing time, followed by HASM-GCG, and the third is HASM-PCG. These three methods notably outperforms other methods in simulation time cost, and have a stable computing time trend curve over all the blocks, while others spent much more computing time.
In conclusion, GPU based methods can significantly accelerate each iteration while keeping the same convergence speed and attain obvious time superiority for GPUs users. HASM-PCG performs stably when simulating all the blocks and has a fast convergence rate and suitable for the general CPUs users with sufficient memory. HASM-CG is inferior over HASM-PCG and still has a stable simulation time curve. The other three methods have less memory requirement and have good performance in some blocks simulation while not for others, amongst which, HASM-DSPM are superior over the other two methods for insufficient memory users.
